
SMART FLEETS
Dynamic insurance powered
by data for safer fleets and
reduced premiums

Innovative pattern AI
technology that converts
GPS data into new crash

probability insights

Dynamic behaviour-based
insurance that rewards safe
driving and enables accurate

pricing of premiums 
 

Digital claims management
solutions for better,
faster and more cost

efficient claims 
 

IMPROVED SAFETY AND FAIRER INSURANCE

Imagine a world where you could benefit from complete
transparency across your fleet’s safety, risk and claims,
while accessing fairer insurance premiums because of
your fleet’s connected technology.

At Fuse Fleet, we take a revolutionary approach to
driver risk management. Working with your telematics
provider, we use artificial intelligence (AI) to uncover
new crash probability insights from your telematics
data, resulting in fairer fleet insurance premiums.

Even better, because the AI reveals new layers of
risk intelligence, you gain new easy-to-understand
management insights to support risk mitigation
and reduce crashes. 

Precision pricing driving better profitability

Risk mitigation for improved loss ratio and fewer

road injuries

Reduced premiums for good driving behaviour

Real-time analysis of driver data to support

Access to driver training

Digital claims and 24/7 real time reporting

Rebate structure for improved driver behaviour

Dedicated account manager with expert knowledge

of behaviour-based insurance

   KEY BENEFITS FOR YOUR FLEET

        safety goals



To find out more about behaviour based insurance,

talk to one of our professionals today.

HOW THE TECHNOLOGY WORKS

Fuse Fleet is proud to partner with Euclidic Systems, an
Australian owned and operated telematics company,
and Greater Than, a driving data analytics company.

As soon as a trip starts, Euclidic collects real time,
super accurate telematics data utilising multi channel
GPS signals for high accuracy positioning (with back up
memory for when you’re out of 4G network coverage).
Greater Than’s AI collects and analyses this data and
compares patterns in behaviour against a database of
over seven billion previous trips, so we can rapidly
determine a driver’s crash probability. 

This allows us to price insurance premiums more
accurately and provide your fleet with valuable
insights to improve safety. While our fully digitally
enabled claims management solutions can reduce 
 your fleet’s claims lifecycle. 

NEW RISK I NSIGHTS 

By uncovering new risk insights from your telematics
data, we can reveal previously unseen intelligence
about your fleet’s driving habits and offer
recommendations on how to improve safety,
implement the correct training and prevent crashes.

FAIRER INSURANCE 

Because we can accurately identify crash probability
for drivers across your whole fleet, we can price
insurance premiums more accurately, giving you
reduced premiums for good driving behaviour and
peace of mind that you’re paying the right premium. 

WHY FUSE?

At Fuse, we have over 30 years of experience in
motor fleets and risk advisory services. We are one 
 of Australia’s only providers of behaviour-based
insurance with claims management solutions. 

Our new digital insurance offering, tailored
specifically for fleets, can transform the way your
fleet manages risk by bringing you the very latest in
AI technology. With us, you retain all the benefits
that come from working with our telematics partner,
Euclidic, while discovering new fleet data insights
that will take your risk management to another level
and, importantly, secure the most accurate insurance
premiums for your fleet.

SMARTER FLEETS
FAIRER INSURANCE
FASTER CLAIMS

1300 387 338

insurance@fusefleet.com.au

www.fusefleet.com.au�
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